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NEW QUESTION: 1

Which statement about extended access lists is true?
A. Extended access lists perform filtering that is based on
source and are most effective when applied to the
destination
B. Extended access lists perform filtering that is based on
destination and are most effective when applied to the
source
C. Extended access lists perform filtering that is based on
source and destination and are most effective when applied
to the destination
D. Extended access lists perform filtering that is based on
source and destination and are most effective when applied
to the source
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
In welchem â€‹â€‹der folgenden Segmente eines Kunden- oder
Lieferantenstammsatzes kÃ¶nnen Sie die Zahlungsbedingungen
eingeben? WÃ¤hle die richtigen Antworten. (3)
A. Vertriebsbereichssegment
B. Segment Einkaufsorganisation
C. Buchungskreissegment
D. Segment auf Client-Ebene
Answer: A,B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Universal Containers is migrating data from a legacy system
into Salesforce. The company needs to migrate lead, contact,
and opportunity data from its legacy system and must be able to
report on historical lead conversion for both legacy and newly
created data.
What is the recommended order for data migration?
A. User, Contact, Account, Lead, Opportunity
B. User, Opportunity, Account, Contact, Lead.
C. User, Account, Contact, Opportunity, Lead.
D. User, Lead, Opportunity, Account, Contact
Answer: C
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